Kent Disability Football League
Disciplinary Rules
We demand the highest standard of discipline and respect from all players, team officials
and supporters towards each other, the KDFL and match officials will not tolerate or
welcome any individual that does not abide by this.
On Field Discipline
The laws of the games will be applied
The nature of a player’s disability may be taken into account when making all game
related decisions.

1. Any player that swears loudly and disrespectfully may be issued with an initial
‘warning’. If this dissent continues the player will be BLUE carded and ‘sin-binned’.
Continuous dissent in this manner may ultimately result in a RED card.
2. Players who consistently foul will be issued a ‘warning’. Should they continue to do so
the player will be BLUE carded. Continuous fouling in this manner may ultimately
result in a RED card.
3. Players who engage in violent or aggressive behavior will receive a RED card.
4. A player who commits a reckless challenge can receive a RED card immediately should
the referee deem to offence appropriate.
5. BLUE CARD: Offending player is ‘sin-binned’ for 2 minutes of play. The timing of this is
at the discretion of the referee. There is no limit to the number of blue cards a single
player can receive in any particular match. (NO replacement player is allowed onto the
pitch during the 2 minute period ‘sin-bin’).
6. RED CARD: The player is not allowed onto the pitch for the remainder of that game
and is automatically suspended from the remainder of their team’s games on that
match day. NO replacement player is permitted for the remainder of the match in
which the player has been sent off. NB. All red cards will be submitted to the
Disciplinary Department at Kent FA for processing.
7. The referee’s decision is final.
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